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ABSTRACT

Results are presented from an experiment observing photo-

production of the D* at an average energy of I03 GeV. Clean

• signals are seen for the decay D_'-+-*IT-+D° with the D° decaying

into both K_ +-and KT_T-+_°. Analysis of the Dalitz plot for the

KIT_mode gives branching fractions for K'p+ K*'_+ and _o_oJ J

final states. The observed branching fraction for D° -*K'p+,

which is much lower than a previous resu|t, is in approximate

agreement with the value expected for an I - ]/2 final state.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account o/"work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, Comple,_encss, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe Privately owned rights. Refer-

ence herein to any specific Commercial Product, process, or servic_ by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily Constitute or imply its endorsement, romm.
mendation, or favoring by the United States GOVernment or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of theUnited States Government or any agency thereof.
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The nonleptonic weak decays of the charmed mesons have been the subject

of much experimental and theoretical effort. One important question is

whether the branching ratios for the various two-body and quasi-two-body

states (KTT,Kp, and K_"_T)are consistent with an I - I/2 final state, which

. is expected if the D° decay is dominated by W exchange.l We report the re-

sults of an experiment using the Tagged Photon Spectrometer at Fermilab

- +
which observed the decay D*+ -__T+D° with the D° decaying into both K _ and

- K'_T+_T°. (The charge conjugate states are implicitly inclu'dedin all decay

modes.) The K-_T+_° sample represents the largest reported to date, and it
.,

m,

was used to measure the branching ratio for the KIDand K _Tmodes, as well

as that for non-resonant K'_+_T° decay•

The D* events were produced by tagged photons of energy between 60 and

160 GeV, generated by a 170 GeV electron beam in a 0.2 radiation length

copper radiator. The tagged photons impinged on a 1.5 meter liquid hydrogen

target, which was placed at the front end of the spectrometer shown in

Figure 1.2 The low-level trigger required the detection of at least 30% of

the tagged photon energy in the downstream calorimeters. Recoil protons

were measured and identified by three layers of MWPC and four layers of scin-

• 3 and the missing mass of the for-tillation counters in the recoil detector,

4
ward state was computed by a very fast data driven processor. The high-level

trigger demanded that the recoil system detect either a single proton at the

primary vertex with a high missing mass or at ]east three charged tracks•

The forward charged particles were analyzed with drift chambers and two magnets

of large aperture, with a momentum resolution for fast tracks of ---AP_ .004 +P

.O005xP (GeV/c). Two multi-cell Cherenkov counters identified charged tracks

separating pions from kaons in the momentum range 6-36 GeV/c. Photons were
I

• detected elthe'r in the forward Segmented Liquid Ionization Calorimeter (SLIC)5
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or in smaller counters placed above and below the aperture of the second

magnet (Outriggers). Almost all the _T°'S from detected D° decays were seen

in the SLIC, in which the energy resolution was about 15_/EI/2 for photons,

and the spatial resolution was a few millimeters. The spectrometer also

included a hadronic calorimeter which was used in the trigger and to sepa-

rate neutral hadrons from photons, and an iron muon filter.

To measure the ratio B(D°+K'_T+_°)/B(D°.K'_+) the desired fina] states

- 4- +
are K _T_ and K'_T+_T+TT°. In each case a cut was applied on the probability

that the three charged particles satisfy the K'_T4"_T+ hypothesis. This cut

was chosen to minimize the relative systematic error between the two decay

modes, although it reduced the number of events used in this analysis.

In addition, for the _T° sample, a cut was applied on a ._oprobability calcu-

lated from the mass of the two gammas and the background underneath the _T°

peak. To observe the decay cascade D*++D%T+ " + " + +, D°+K _T , we chose K _ _T com-

binations with MK. + less than 60 MeV/c2 from the D° mass. For such combina-

tions the spectrum of the mass difference, AM = MK_T_T - MK_T has a clear peak

at the D*+ - D° mass difference. This spectrum gives a good fit to background

of the form aQ1/2(l-bQ) (where Q = AM-M +, a and b are constants) plus a

Gaussian centered at AM = 0.1h54 GeV/c2 and a = 1.2 MeV/c2 with 39 + 8l

"4"4"0
events in the peak. A similar analysis was carried out for the K _ ._

sample, and the fit to the AM plot using the same peak parameters as above

yields /41+ 9 events in the peak.

To determine the branching ratio B(D°+K'_+_TQ)/B(D°+K'_+), the ratio of

the efficiencies for the two modes is needed. Many factors, including the

beam flux and spectrum, trigger efficien{zies, target slze, etc., are common

to both modes. The reconstruction efficiency and identification efficiency

• are the only factors which need to be calculated from Monte Carlo studies.

eb



The only strong difference between the.two cases is the probability of re-

constructing the _T°, which varies with the energy of the 7T° from a threshold

at 4 GeV to a value of approximately 40_;at 30 GeV and above. This effi-

ciency was determined by adding to real events photon showers generated by

a Monte Carlo program, and processing tl_eseevents by the usual tr°-finding

programs. To check this determination we also studied the _T° efficiency

using the various charge states of the decay K*-_K_. A Monte Carlo which

used this _T° efficiency gave for the ratio of efficiencies'E:(K-_T+_°)/_(K'_T+)

= 0.25 + 0.04. Using this number and the relative number of events in the

two D* peaks we calculate B(D°-_K',_+_°)/B(D°-_K-_+) = 4.3 +_.1.4. Combining

this with the current average value for the D°-*K'_T+ branching ratio,

24+04_ 6. . , yields a measurement of B(D°-*K'Tr+IT°) -- I0.3 + 3.7%.

- .-I- o
For the Dalitz plot study, a sample of K IT_T_ events was chosen with

2
somewhat looser Cherenkov cuts and with MK-_T+_Owithin 50 MeV/c of the D°

mass. Figure 2 shows the _ spectrum for these events, with a ¢.learpeak at

&M = O.1454 GeV/c2. To obtain a clean sample for this analysis the 82 events

with Z_Mbetween O.1440 and O.1470 GeV/c2 were selected; a fit to the AM

spectrum determines the background to be 45_; in this region. The 0aIitz plot

for these events is shown in Fig. 3(a). A high-statistics background sample

was constructed by taking events in the D° mass range but with AM outside the

D* range. (The D° fraction for these events is small.) The Dalitz plot for

this sample, shown in Fig. 3(b), gave a good fit to uniform phase space times

an efficiency which depended linearly on M2(K'_+) , due to the energy dependence

of the _T° efficiency. We also examined thls background for p and K* and found

it was consistent with no contribution from these vector mesons. We made a
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maximum likelihood fit to the Dalitz plot from the D"_ region, allowing a

flat background with the acceptance correction as for the background, plus

resonant contributions from K'p + , K*'_ +, and _,o_o Each vector meson was

described by a Breit-Wigner with the appropriate decay angular distribution.

Interference effects are small compared with the quoted errors, and are

- +
neglected. The results are shown in Table I. Only in the K p mode is

there evidence of a strong resonant contribution. We note that the cos2E)

distribution for the p-_ _T_Tdecay means that the p band is populated pri-

marily at the edges of the Dalitz plot. (Here e is the angle in the _
,=,

center of mass, with O=O along the K direction in that frame.) Fig. tt

shows the M2(Tr+_°) spectrum for events with lcosel > 0.5, a cut which keeps

]/2 of the smooth W_Tspectrum but 7/8 of the p. Thus this plot projects

the region of the DaIitz plot most sensitive to the p contribution. The

value of 0 31 +0.20
• -0.14 for the ratio B(D°-_K'p+)/B(D°-_K'_+_=) compares to the

earlier value of 0.85 +0.11 1
-0.15" Combining this fraction with the B(D°-_K'_+v°)

(D0+K-p+) +2._ratio above gives a branching ratio B = 3.2 -I _;" The low fractions

quoted in Table 1 for the K*" + ""and K °7° contributions agree with the

earlier experiment• Branching ratios listed in Table I for the D°-_K*vmodes

take into account the branching ratios for K* -_ Kv decay.

One of the crucial problems in the study of D decays is to determine

whether the dominant mode is one in which the light quark is a spectator,

or one in which both the quark and antiquark couple to the weak vertex. If

the non-spectator quark decay dominates (W exchange), the D+ lifetime is

longer than the D°, since the only such modes available to the D+ are Cabibbo-

suppressed. The non-spectator diagram leads to an I = I/2 final state, al-

though an I = I/2 state does not rule out spectator-quark decay. The I = 1/2

state is characterized by the ratios:
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B(D°'*K'v+) = B(D°'_K*'w+) = B(D°-_K-P.) == 2.
B(DO O O) B(OO- g . B(D° °p o)

Existing data for the first two channels were consistent with the ratio of 2,

+3 0
but the measurements for the last ratio were B(DO-*K'p +) = 7.2 _3111_ and

• 6 +2._ can be+0 _; I The present result, B(D°-*K'p +) = 3 2 _lB(D°_'K°p 0) = O. ] -0. " ' .

compared with twice the measured ratio for D° -_K'Op=, or 0.2 -0+1"2_2" Thus

the present result i's in approximate agreement (l.4 standard deviations)

with the expectation for a pure I = 1/2 state.

We wish to acknowledge the assistance of the staff of Fermi lab and

the technical support staffs of all of the groups involved. This research

was supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy and by the

Natura) Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada through the

Institute of Particle Physics of Canada and the National Research Council

of Canada.
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TABLE I

Contributions to D° _ K'_+_T° Decay

• Fraction of D°_K'_ ° Branching

Channel Decays Ratio

I

K'P+ 0 31 +.20 ._14 3 2 +2" -. " -I

E*_x° o.06 +'..o6°9 o•9 -o. %

K*-_T+ 0.11 +.12-.08 3.k +3-21 _

Non-resonant decays 0.51 + .22 5.2 +_ 2.9_;

Table I: Results of the fit to the D° . K'_+_° Dalltz plot. The cate-
gory "non-resonant decays" does not include the contribution
to the DaIitz plot from background below the D°.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure ]: The Tagged Photon Spectrometer at Fermi]ab

.=

Figure 2: AM = MK_T_ MK_T_for events with MK- +Ro within

50 MeV/c 2 of the O°• The smooth curve is a fit to

the background of the form described in the text•

F!gure 3: The Da]itz plot for (a) the D° region and (b) the

background samp|e. The boundary is drawn for the

center of the K'w+_° mass range.

Figure 4: M2(_T+__) for events from the D° -*K'_+IT° samp|e

with Icosel> 0.sfor the v+Tr° system. The upper

curve shows the result of the fit to the entire

Dalitz p|ot, projected on the M2(_T+_T°) axis.

The |ower curve shows the result of the fit with

the p contribution removed.

a,

I
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" ' There has been considerable interest in the use o_

. perturbative QCD to describe d/_ production bg veal and virtual

photons (1-5). Success has been achieved in describing the

energy dependence, and, to a lesse_ extent, the magnitude o_ o_

the elastic c_oss section (5, a). Recent measurements of

inelastic muop_oduction c_oss sections on iron targets (7,8)

confirm the dependence upon z=E_/E_ p_edicted (2) bg GCD, but I

greatlg exceed the p_edictions in magnitude. In what follows,

we describe the inelastic and elastic production o_ d/u_ mesons
t

on hgdrogen bg _eal photons. V[ _'"-

. The experiment was pe_ormed_at the Fermilab Tagged Photon

Spectrometer, mhich is described elsewhere in detail (9).

Tagged photons with energies 60 <_ E_ _ laO @eV impinge, upon a

1.5 meter liRuid hydrogen target. The _orward spect_omete_ has

---nea_ly ?ull acceptance for =.ha_ged particles, whose momenta are

determined by a sgstem o_ ?our d_i_t chambers and two magnets,

and photons, whose positions and energies are measured in two

large electromagnetic calorimeters. A recoil detecto_ (10),

consisting o_ a set o_ PWC's and scintillators o_ cylindrical

geometry surrounding the hgd_ogen ta_getJ is used to analgze

t_acks emerging from the target at large angles•

The d/_ is detected through both e+e- and ;_+_- decag modes.

Hits in two or more muon hodoscopes, located downstream o_ an

iron muon ?ilter, create a dimuon t_igger. O_line, events with

dimuon triggers are required to have at least two oppositely

charged tracks which match muon hits, are minimum ionising in

the hadron calorimeter, and verticize within the target. For
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the dielect_'on mo the t_'igger pT'ocesso_- detel-mines the.

p_esence in the _ecoil detector of a single _ecoil proton

consistent with a _o_ward mass of 2.0 @eV oi- greater, which, in

conJunction 'with the presence of energg in the electromagnetic

and/or hadronic calorimeters, forms a recoil trigger. Of_line,

dielectvon events a_e required to have at least two oppositely

-cha_ged tracks, identified as elect_ons in the electromagnetic

, calorimeters, which verticlze within _he target. The resulting

dlmuon and dielectron mass plots are shown in _igure I. The d/_

mass region is taken to be 2. 8 to 3. 4 _ev/cZ. The dielectvon

events ave, due to the recoil trigger, pvedominantlg elastic and

ave excluded from the analgsis that follows.

A dimuon event_ is classified as inelastic if"
I

1. •Additional, _o_ward tracks, photons, or hadronic

neutrals accompang the d/W ("forward inelastic"),

and/o_,

. 2. The data #tom the recoil spectvomete_ inconsistent '

w_th the single recoil proton calculated from the

. incident photon and the _econst_ucted d/_, assuming

elastic p_oduction ("recoil inelastic")•

The unce_taintg in assigning the 147 dimuon events is about _4

events for forward and _ events for recoil.

The data were divided into seven categories based upon the
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• abov@ classi_ica ons (and upon a z cut, as discussed below).

In table I, column 1, the raw numbers o_ events in each category

are displaged. Background 'was estimated bg joining the mass

regions above and below the J/_ with a smooth curve. The hashed

area in _Iguve lb is the mass spectrum _ov the _orward inelastic

events.

The e_iciencies _or detection o_ elastic and inelastic

events were calculated by separate _1.onte-Carlos. Elastic events
. •

St
were generated diffractively _rom a distribution • with B=4

and a l+cos-_@ decag distribution. The inelastic Monte-Carlo

diffractively (I_=4) generated a spectrum o_ _ovward masses which

subsequently decayed to a d/_ and two pions. The use o_ just "2

additional pions is appropriate since very _ew o_ the veal
I

events had more than two extra tracks. The dl@ decayed

uniformly in its center o£ mass. The. parameters o_ this

Monte-Carlo were chosen to maximize the agreement o_ the .

generated d/_ p+ vs. z dlstvlbution with that predicted by

Serger and Jones (2). The e_icisncies calculated were

relatively insensitive to the vaiue o_ B, decay angular

distribution, and, in the inelastic case, p+ vs. z distribution !

used.

• The z value _or each event was determined bg z = E_/E_,, _or

the case o_ low z events, and _ov the higher z events, where

_ tagging energy resoluti.on can ¢_r_ z>l, by the _ovmula z =

E_/{E_+F.E_), where Ex is the detected energy accompanying the

d/_ and F is a correction _actor. Events that are inelastic

only in the recoil system are assigned to the highest z bir_ The
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resulting z spectrum, corrected For e_Ficiency, is show_ in

Figure 2. A cut oF z-_.9 (category 7) is often used both -

experimentally (7,8) and in the theory ¢2) to isolate the truly

Inelastic process _rom elastic and quasi-elastic processes.
j;

.8

The cross sections in each categoryt, and _ractions o_ total

are shown in table I, columns 2 and 3. The cross sections have

"an additional 25_. normalization uncertainty.

Four o_ th'e _orward inelastic events were Fully

T,econstructed as _ ".._.rr+...-. This implies, a_ter e_iciencv

corrections, a _' photoproduction cross section consistent with

previously measured results (8, 12). For purposes o# comparison

with theory it is desi?eable to measure direct inelastic

production as opposed to cascade production From higher mass

charmonium states. To this end, we present in table I, columns

4, 5 the cross sections and eractions in each category aeter

subtracting out the cont?ibutlons estimated F?om the known _"

cross section and branching _atios to _X. The : spectrum o_

this contribution, determined by Monte-Carlo, is indicated by

the points in _igure 2.
J

• In table II elastic and z< ~. 9 inelastic cross sections _rom '

this experiment, and their _atio, are compared to those (wh.ere

available) oe the BFP (7), EMC. (8), and Wide-Band _13) groups.

The elastic numbers agree within the rather large errors', but it

is clear that the inelastic cross section and the ratio erom

this experiment are substantially smalle_ than those erom EMC

and 13FP. A_ter _' subtraction, the numbers erom this experiment

become even smalle_ (table I), add are consistent with the
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. second order pe b_tive @CD inelastic c s section calculated

bg Berger and clones (2); the muoproduction cross sections are-._

>
roughl_/ a facto? of 5 larger th'an the OCD predictions (7,8).

Table I can be used to show that (31e6)% of the eorward

elastic events are recoil inelastic, in excellent agreement with

the (30e4)% reported by the Wide-Band group (13).

F_gu_e 3 shows that the forward inelastic d/_ p+

distribution is much flatter than that o_ the _orward elastic,

recoil elastic events• This phenomenon is p_edicted bg

perturbative @CD (2), and is reported also bg the BFP (7) and

: EMC (8) 9roups.

We wish to acknowledge the assistance of the sta_ of

Fe._milab and the technical support staees oe all oe the groupsr

involved. This research was supported in part by the U, S.

Department oe Energy and by .the Natural Sciences and Engineering

Research Council oe Canada through the Institute of Particle

Physics of Canada and the National Research Council of Canada.
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E IGURE CAPTIONS

1. a) Dielectron mass spectrum. The_e a_e 63 events in
the d/_ mass region, 2• 8 _ M _ 3. 40ev/c=. b) Dimuon
mass spectrum. There a_e 147 events in the d/_ _egion.
The hashed region _epresents the _orward inelastic
events (category 3 o_ table I).

2. Z distribution _or inelastic d/_ photop_oduction•
Dashed line indicates the contribution o_ the _ecoil
inelastic events (category 4 o_ table I). Points a_e
an estimate o_ the contamination o_ the inelastic

sample by qJ" p_oduction.

3. p+ distributions _o_ totally elastic and _o_wa_d
inelastic d/_ events. The inelastic events have a much

_latte_ p+ distribution. Mean p+ _or the totally
elastic is . 39 _. 11 gev/c_ _o_ the _oruard inelastic,
•96 • . 11 gev/c.



TABLE _PT zO,,,NS

I. The d/_ data are divided into seven categories as
indicated• Figures in parentheses are statistical and
sgstematic errors, respectlvelg. Cross sections (onlg)
have an additional ~25X normalization ur.certainty.

2. Comparison o_ inelastic and elastic d/_ data with other
experiments. Numbers in parentheses are statistical
and systematic e_.rors respectivelg where double, and
overall errors where single. The sgstematic errors _o_
this experiment here also contain the normalization
uncertaintg.
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• . " APPENDIXH "

, _

_slysts of Data from the CLEOExp,ertment

One of us (PS.) is continuing work on'the CLEOexperiment at the Cornell Electron

Storage king (CESR). CLEOIs an all purpose magnetic detector (Fig. 1 ab) incorpo-

rating charged particle tracking, electromagnetic shover.detectlon, and particle

identification. Our work on the experiment started in 1978 at Rutgers University,

"and involved the construction of the primary electromagnetic shover detector

(P_f. 1), installation and maintenance of the shover detector at Cornell, devel-

opment of the shover detector analysis program, and general data analysis (Ref. 2).

" " .The most significant recent result is the evidence for B_ production from the

4S upsilon state. The visible inclusive electron (p>l GeV/c) cross section

• resulting from a preliminary analysis of all CLEOdata is shown In Fig. 2 along

vlth the visible hadronlc cross section. The large enhancement In high energy

electron cross section and energy spectrum (FIg. 3) has been interpreted as

ev/dence for B_ production (Ref. 3).

Institutions vlthin the CLEOcollaboration have access to one PDP-IO and five VAX

" ' computers exclusively dedicated to research, including the OU VAX. The CLEOoff-

flue analysis programs are operational on the OUVAX including the interactive
• Q

event display. The OU effort ts coordinated in close cooperation vith the Rutgers •

Bro'up and ts directed tovard completion of the inclusive electron measurements

in the y (4S) resonance region (Ref. 3). Thls effort crucially depends on the

.. successful operation of the shove.r detector and development of its analysis soft-
rare. Refinement of the final event selection including detailed event scanning

Is presently underway at OU. In conjunction vlth the inclusive electron analysis,

.OUbased efforts vii1 be made to improve the shover detector analysis and Monte

Carlo simulation programs. Electromagnetic shover generation programs EGg (Ref. 4)

end hadronic shover generation programs HETC (Ref. 5) have been installed on OU

computers .and should greatly aid in this effort. The EGSprogrm gives reasonable..

agreement with electron test beam data taken with one .octant of the CLEOdetector.

(SeeFigures4.5 and 6.) " •
!

• . • .
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Finally, the OU-HEP groups Important'Involvement in U.S. solid state detector

development leads to the exciting prospect of using such detectors in colliding

beam experiments. One attractive posslbillty Involves use of larse area

( i in 2) Si detectors for dE/dX measurements (Ref. 6). Measurements

have been made of dE/dX with commercial Si detectors for _'s, p's, and

.. electrons in the momentum range 100-650 MeV/C at LAMPF. Good agreement

(to within St) has been obtained between'the measurements m:d the peak and

the width of the theoretical Laudau distribution. These results indicate that

a dE/dX Si detector consisting of four layers surrounding the beam plpe could

separate _'s and K's of 500 MeV/C momenta with greater than 90_ efficiency

and with a contamination of the K sample of less than 6_ (assuming a _/K ratio

of 10). To study radiation damage in the envira_ent of the interaction region,

an ORTECSi detector was mounted to the beam pipe inside the CLEO Solenoid.

After four months of normal machine operation, no degradation in the detector

has been observed.
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Apphndi x C
The SSD Prototyping and Testing Prop.ram

_._'.e SSD prototyping and testing program has basically three goals:

a) Check charp.e collection,
b) Check track point resolution,
c) Check vertex reconstructJo:} reso]ution.

!.:3 o£ the above checks have been lnade _.:ith the OU testing o£ five 1 cm2 LBL

..l'__lton) detectors _nstrumented _vlth 160 prototype amplifiers. The result is

=.'.at the detectors perform as theo_-etica]ly expected. A discussion o£ the

_,xsics, thr. omplifier design etc. is to be found in the 1981 Fermilab SSI)

t-=_l:shop. 1 A description o£ the Ferlnilab _t5 beam test (flay-June, 3_2) is

_ _._._ended as a subappendJx to this Appendix C.

2
27. addition, OU and Ohio State have been coo]_eratin£ on testing of 8 cm

Le.ntronic detectors (I._II'F be;,m test Jn progres._,, data taking to con_mence

]_,. 27--Dec. 15, lfJ82). In a'd.dJtJon, six 25 cm 2 United Detector Technology

?
•--.,_ Six 25 cm Centronic's detectors square in cross-sect_on built on three

i;.ah silicon disks SSI)'s should be in hand _n t_..'o or three Inonths. At that t]me

_'e _'ill bench test them and sl_bsequently beam test them. The ult]p.mte t_velve

-_'-'ed_ regular polygonal 35 cm2 (on 3" Si disks) SSD's should be specified

a:_a ordered early next )'ear (with de]ivel'), expected ]atein the year).

Z_-_e charge collecti.n results are sho_¢n Jn }:_£ures C-J and Figure C-2.

Y_-gure C-1 sho_,'s the charge disla-ibution o£ 46 GeV/c pions co_npar_.d to a Landm_

_:stribution convoluted _'ith a 0.25 fc no_se dista-ibution. The shape and the

r-gnitude of the charged collected (1.7 £c obse)-\ed vs. 1.8 fc predicted ) agree

_"_3. Figure C-2 sho_,'s 650 t,leV/c protons in exct.llent agrcemcnt wilh the

=n-.-oretical shape (Landau convoluted x,'ilh a mon_cntum spread of 7_ and a noist:

"_5 0.25 £c). And lhe observed ratio of the.lmlse heights of 650 McV/c protons to
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550 MeV/c pions of 2.7 • 0.2 agrees well with the theoretical ratio of 2.6•

Assuming that the spatial track point accuracy is given by tlae microstripe

spacing (pitch) divided by the 1_, the observed chisquare distribution for

the fits of straight through beam tracks for all 3, 4, and 5 point 46 6eV/c
• o

pion tracks are shown in Figure C-3. 'i'}_e average (×2/DOF) for this data is

1.2 _ 0.2. This implies that the accuracy, is within (10 _'210)% of the

•theoretical pi.tch/'_ri2 " value including residual mi.saligm_ents of the detector ar-

ray. The detector arrayw_aIigned better than !_ the pitch of 80 microns both

rotationally and translationally.

The transverse resolution of through be,,m tracks extr;q}olated from t]_eSSD's

to the posit_on of the veto counler is illustrated by the tints:in Figure C-4.

The veto would Jdcally cast a rcctangular shadow on the downstrc,_m SSD's.

Beam divergence (corresponding.to less than 5 80 I/),the veto angular misal_gn-

ment (f 60 v), multiple scattering in the copper target pieces ('40 lJ)andi

the.errors in the fitted par:uneters (_.20 p) put a slope on the edge of the

shadow of (_<ll0 p). The data have a sloped b6× shape with a slope of "lO0_.

lloweverplease note that the shadow edge goes from fully bright to fully

dar]:in one stripe width!

Finall),multiprong interactions are observed in the SSD's. A typical three

track event is displayed in Figure C-S. The "dash(:s"represent the stripes

each connected to its own amplifier. The letters of the alphabet represent

proportionally the charge deposited on the appropriate str_p for those strip__s

which have a signa} larger than the pedestal plus three noise standard
v

deviations. The numbered lines represent the tracks. One sees that the three

tracl;sintersect ni.celyin a small region (triangle). The estimated vertex

errors florathe fitted track parameters are , .01 nuntr}msvers]y and _ 0.4 m._a

longil:udally. The transverse errors are roughly independent of the event



I
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d_:1,,ll,; for vertices close to the detector array. The longitudal errors should

l_,, l lii,,ar in the pitch, the reciprocal of the (largEst) opening angle of the

t1,,,l.;, and the distance from the SSD array to the interaction point (i.e.

X't,rl,.,]. Alternatively, tile J_IS deviation of the pairwise intersections of

i li,_ I,:,cksfrom the overll fitted vertex can be examined in lieu of the

c+ll,,,It, ted transverse and longitudal errors for events with 3 or more tracks.

'rl,_: I_;i.; for the transverse direction averages 20 _, as compared to the track

1+_'1_'1 _tandard deviation of pitch//T2 = 23_ in this set up. The R_IS for the

l°'_rlt_dal direction depends strongly on the reciprocal of the opening angle

m_,t ,,x,,vages 500_ for an opening angle of 50 mr. _+onte Carlo shows t]_at bottom

_n,t _l_._r m decays from hadronic production at Tevatron energies will ]lave an

ax'_:t,_r_' opening angle between pa_rs of 70mr. The actual SSD's for E-653

I,'ill I_,_\'e a pitch of 40v. Thus _'e expect an R.',JS Jongitudal error _n p].-edicting,

_'_tt_.es in the emulsion of E-653 of 500/2/_'2 =20C>j, as _dvertJsed in the
B

)'r'_t"_',_l (Appendix J, page 32 ).

•rt,.,, ,I,_,ve results show that SSD's perform as theoretically expected. I_'e

ha\,, ;'.ained needed experience in SSl]'s;low noise amplifiers, charge sharing,

an,t _,xe diverse software required to anal),ze the data from such a s)'stem. The

SSt_ are well understood, q_us we can proceed to prosecute this experiment,

ha\_,_, SSD technol,,gy well in hand.

1 k-_,bfleisc]_, George R.," "Status of Some of the Silicon Detector Development
_'_ the U_ited States," in Silicon Detectors for lligh Energy Physics,
• ',_','eedings of a |;'orkshop held at Fermilab, Ocotober 15-16, 1981, page 45.
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', • OU-ltEI' and LBL-Bcrkclcy have continued protot)_pu SSD testing. Eight'devices

were made in April 1982 at LBL. "fwo of these are still at LBL for bench testing,

one was accidentally broken and the other five are being tested _n the MS beam

•at Fermilab (E653, Nay iS-June 14, 1982). Some prelim_nar)' results from 2000

: .t_jggcrs of some 50,009 taken (or to be taken) are presented here.

SSD's ..
"--'--'W'--.

_]lesc April 1992 dev_c,es are 3 cm diameter 150U thick p-t)_e (2 }t_cm
• •

:cesistivit)')silicon wafers, with 48 stripes (each I0 mm long) 20U wide sp_ced

• on 80_ centers. Forty stripes are wire bo_ded to the P.C. cardfanout (see

Appendix I E-653 Proposal June ]9gl). The devices whic), were wired to the ]60

¢|iannel amplifier setup at OU had few faults. Of 240 stripes examined two had

disconnected wire bonds, and (due to crossover-f_mout problems from the silicon

(. d_sl:s at 2x g0 = 1601Jspacing at 20 rail(I000_)standard P.O. card tracos)

•7 pairs were shorted together. Thus 99 percent of the stripes workcd. . ..
° . .

• l__plifiers ". ' ..°. . . •

• In setting up at •1,15'test beam in short order in mid-.Ma),, some ar.plifier

' channels failed or were too noisy and it was not possible to fix some of them.

• The SSD's yore arranged in five planes on four quadrants (quadrant four has tv-o

detectors (1 and 2) on it). _%ere are 152 stripes (16, 24, 32, 40, and 40 stripes

were on planes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively) of the Y-SSD's connected (with 140

working channels) and in addition 8 - Imm pitch x-stripes on a crossed SSD,

• _e standard d'viation of the noise of tl_e amplifiers is less than 0.2fc (feato-

coulombs; i.e., <1200 electrons) with the SSD's connected and the bias voltage

(greater than a few volts) tun_ed on. _b. devices were run with -80 volt bias

_encral])" (the 150_ thickness full)" depleted).

The l,ayout " .. .. •

_ elevation view of ti_e layout is shown in Fig. ]a. _lledata from thc X-.SSD

and the F,ast/h'est (;-',/W)counters ],as"not bccn used in t|le nnal)'sis so far. A

beam of 46 GcV/c 1)io:ls from l.i5. triggered the dat.a t_}:ing. "l'l_e ViiTO counter 1_::_

a 1.0 _ 0.1 mm l_igh (1,1' 12 mm long) hole to define the beam size incident on the: .... "

< 3.2 _un (by 10 mm lol_l..) active arca of the SSD's and target. The target is five
• .
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'],/ers of 1.6 Jnm brass x 3cin) spaced by 4.8 }nm re tively as shov;n in

' IJ_:. la. A trigger was provided by ]:1 • S1 . VJ-:TO to gate 168 channels of

1,1¢;;22_0 ADC's, readout by a" CF,O,,,ELCO co,.nputer on'to 5" diskettes. An event

_, displayed in Fig. lb. 'Din VETO hole, SSD's I-5 and S1 were aligned

(l_nslationally and rotationally) with a transit. Some alJgnn:ent data runs

I,'nre _de to chock it. Some few s}nall adjust_,ents wcrc lnade. I:inal adjustments

'_,']]1 be made in the final analysis in the softvare.

I'n,.]_l_.inary Data Analys_s

Some 2000 events have been partially analyzed at this tingle. A r,cattergr_m

of the hits on SSD p].ane 4 vs SSD plane 5 is shown in FSg. 2. The enhancement
•

,_l_ the diagonal from stripes 13 through 27 represellts the shr_dovl of the

).0 + 0,1 Jnm high ]_ole of the VETO on planes 4 ,nnd 5. The fifteen stripe vHdth

(J3 to 27] is 15 x 0.08 = 1.2 w_. The narrowness perpendicular to the di_Jgo._al

r,J_(,ws that the aligmncnts (translational and rotatio],al) of the VI_TO and planes

• 4 ajId S are all good to 1 stripe width (80lJ) over their 10 (to 12) _m lenv, ths. ,

A scan for (_nteraction) event candidates (2 o,r }here tr_cks pointing to the

t(,r/:et _,,ith at least 3 points each) was Fade. l"bese tracks were fitted and a

%'eZtcx found (XV and ZV); an example was shom_ above in FiB. lb. Plots of XV

I_,d ZV should show the height .of the. hole in the veto counter and the position of

tllc brass target p_eces resl>cct'ively. The resolution DXV is better than 0.02 _,,_.

]]_o resolution DZV depends inversely on the openi}_p, angle of the tradl, s as v:e]l

a:_ on how _ar uq_stream the eve}_t occurred (the "average opening angles get smaller

_'or interactions occurring farther upstream). Please remember that the n_aximum

opening angle is very small (averaging some 25 },,$11i_adian= (less than 2 deg_'ees!))':

, The distributions in XW and ZV are shown in Fig. 3a and 3b. h'e see the VETO

hole (Fig. 3a) and the dovmstream brass pieces (Fig. 35) clearly. The upstremn

brass pieces are not resolved _' (horizontal bars J n Fig. 3b represent the

_vckage DZV at the ZV). I_ith greater statistics in the final analysis of the

_otal sa_npl(, we can cut on the larger opening an1-1es (smaller DZV's) and see all

_l,e brass pieces. The slopes of the edges of the XV _nd ZV peaks will give an

exl)erimental measure of the resolution to compare to the (theoretical) calculated

v_lucs (such as those printed out in Fig. lb)'. At this level of statistics s_ch

agreement appears to exist. ..

• o.
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" Beam Testing of Centronic
Charge Sharing SSD's

Three 24 x 36 mm 2 Centi-onic detectors, 20 micron Ditch

(12 micron stripes and 8 micron gaps), bonded out every third

stripe (alternate s_des) and 300 microns thick were tested in

650 MeV/c proton and 600 MeV/c pion beams at LAJ.IPF, Los Alanlos

(December 1982).

Figure [ a. show the pulse height from one arbitrary

stripe compared to the sum of pulse height s (QI+Q2) for hit pairs.

h'e see that charge sharing occurs. The QI2 signal is incomplete

(80 percent) and somewhat wider than expected (10-20 percent).

Figure _ b. shows the collected charge from QI2 +Q'D._neighbors

(the stripes adjacent immediately either side) compared to the

expected distribution (Landau including noise and beam momentum

spread). The Q:$_|:._pulse height is 25 percent greater than Q].2

alone, and the Q':,I_?_pulse shape and width agree with theory.

Three point proton and pion tracks (the three detectors

were spaced 7 and 7 mm apart respectively) are being studied.

The dev:iation of the position coordinate of t],o middle plaale from a line

joinJ]lg the hits on the outer planes has a distribution with a standard

deviz_tion (sigma) of 18 microns for protons, and 14 microns for pion tracks•

This compares with an expected sigma of:

= ( 1.5x _'_'+ it_- + _._- + £-2. )112 _ 14 microns,

and 0"_ [ ])ion ) ( 1.5X 6 _ $-X 7-- gh 1/2= + + _t + ) = 11 microns,

_'here 0-_,,= measurement sigma, _t'lS = multiple scattering sigma, ¢_4 =

alignment error and _S= error from the simple charge sharing algorithm.
Or, "unfolding,, we find ", 07_' less than or equal to 11 (9) microns for

protons (pions) respectively. We note that the hit efficiency is bettero

than 98 percent.

h'e see from the charge c011ection and track deviations that charge

sharing occurs, although we have not yet achieved the theoretical optimum
Sl_atial resolutions.
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Further Results on the LBL SSD's

A set of five LBL Icm lon'g x 48 stripes at 80 micon pitch,

with every stripe readout and 150 microns thick were tested at

46 GeV/c at Fermi lab and with 650 MeV/c protons and 550 MeV/c pions

at LAMPF during summer 1982. Most of these results were presented

at L. Ledermans 10-25-82 E-653 Director's Review.

The track point accuracy (via chi-square distributions)

was shown to obey the (pitch/(12) I/2) standard deviation within

ten percent. The charge collection was shown, see Figure _. ,

to match the theoretical Landau+noise_momentum spread expectation,

when the 1[)-20 percent collected by the neighbors was added Jn

(ie Q012 shov:n is bigger and narrower than the Q] distribution alone).

The VERTEX RECONSTRUCTION was discussed, but it was not documented

in detai I.

46 GeV/c pion:{ interacting in five coDper sheets 1.7 mm thJch

spaced 5.0 mm apart and starting 5 mm from the most upstream SSD

were recorded. These events were scanned for on an online VAX display

( and interactively fitted to stright line tracks. The largest opening

an_.les subtended by the array (3 mm at a distance of 6.5 cm) is
50 mJlliradians (about 3 degrees). The X and Z of the vertex were

calculated by the intersection of the 2,3 and 4 tracks of each event.

A crude propagation of errors gave DX and DZ also. A Monte Carlo

of the five copper target pieces and the DZ distributions gives

the predicted Z vertex distribution. The experimental distribution

of the 194 e_,ents having DZ less than 1.2 mm (as calculated) are
\a/

compared to the Monte Carlo\'in Figure _ . The agreement is

satisfactory. Thus, as concluded at Leon's Review, vertex

reconstruction as claimed in our proposal can be done.

a) The errors DZ have been increased in the Nonte Carlo by a factor of ].25.
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TIbIE-OF-FLIGIIT SCINTILLATOR TESTS

Tests of attenuation lengths and light output were made on three types of

scintillator being considered for use in the E653 time-of-flight system.

1. NE102A 2'° x 2" x 67"

2. PS12 1.75 tl x 2.375" x 35"

3. PS10 I" x 4" x 35"

The attenuation length measurement setup consisted of the scintillator

being tested, with a phototube on each end (56AVP), and a trigger counter,

8" x 3", also with a phototube on each end. The two trigger tubes were put in

coincidence, and the trigger counter placed crosswise on the scJntillator at

various distances from the ends. Because much of the trigger counter did not

overlap the scintillator, the pulse height distribution was quite wide, although

it was adequate for tilepurpose.

The pulse height was measured at five points along each scintillator, and

the signals at both ends were analyzed. The attenuation lengths here are the

averages of those found from each end.

1. NE102A 138 cm

2. PS12 68 cm

3. PSIO 157 cm

From these results, the PS10 scintillator appears to be slightly better

than tile NE102A. ltowever, all three pieces were received from the manufacturers

with two sides cast and two rough_ the rough sides were polished by the shop,

but tile results :_ere not very good. The PSIO piece has the 4" sides cast, so

a smaller fraction of light is lost in relections along the length than in the

NE102A. Since the NE102A looks similar to the PS10, it is probably somewhat



better. (This agrees with the manufacturers' data). Attempts to repolish

the NE102A were not particularly successful.

]lae light output measurements were made with an improved trigger setup

and a different phototube, Amperex XP2230, on the tested scintillator. This

measurement was only performed on the NE102A. The trigger .consisted of tv, o

small scintillators, one above and one below, the tested scintiIlator. These

two were put in coincidence, and v,ere arranged so that particles had to traverse

the entire thickness of the scintillator. This gave a very nice Landau

distribution of pulse heights. Then the end of the scintillator was covered,

leaving a small hole. Few enough photons came through this hole that the

number of photoelectrons could be measured by the width of the peal:. The

results arc as follows:

")

ltole FlqHM/pea__k N(PE) N(PE)/ram _

4 x 4 _.m 0.87 6.7 0.42

5 x 6 mm 0.61 13.4 0,45

Averaging these two and extrapolating to the full 50 x 50 mm area of the end o£

the scintillator gives 1100 photoelectrons. The number which go into the 2"

round phototube is 850. The pieces for E653 will be 1.5" instead of 2"; the

number of photoelectrons arriving at the photoSube iz._ that case is 650.

The attenuation length of this scintillator was remeasured using this

trigger; the result was 147 cm, in agreement with the previous measurement.

i
o
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HADRON .CALORIHETER _/'/(_/_

DETECTOR DII,IENS IOrlS

The full size detector will be 91" x 91" in acttve area. Each gap

w111 contain one layer of plastic tubes Interleaved between two layers

of copper clad G-I_. Alternate layers wtll be rotated 9g degrees. Each

layer w111 consist of 3 chamber modules each 3g.2" x 9t = In active a(ea.

Pads.will be etched Into the G-lg boards to provide correlated X-Y

posl'tlon and energy measurements wtth a tower geometry.
,

Fig.! shows the layout for one single-gap layer Including a

possible pad arrangement. Each layer w!11 require twelve 3g" x 45" G-]_

boards. Ftg.2 sho_s a blow-up of the pad pattern |n the central 39"x

3g" region.

P,C, BOARD FABRICATION
(

We have designed a system which makes it necessary for us to make

giant p.c. boards. Each layer requires 12 p.c. boards of size 3#" x

45". Sal_tple tests were run using different methods, but the use of

screen prlntng guarantees the reproduclbl|lty of pattern. Our present

prototype test chamber Is a combination of routed boards and screen

printed boards. P.C. board fabrication Is a process which will Involve

these steps:

I) screen printing

II) etching
0

PREPARATION FOR SCREEN PRIHTING

i
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Pattern Drawing: It was made on IBH 3g8! computer system on
i

•" NorthBa_e

(size 3_ ° x 45")

Art Work= Precision sltt tapes were used to make the art work,

later a master negative was made which can be used to make the desired

size print.

Screen Printing: It is a stenctl printing process which uses a

precision woven fabrlc stretched tightly over a frame. Onto this

frume,or screen, ts adhered a stenctl which dictates the imago to be

printed via blocked or open areas of the screen, The Image ts

_ran_forred to the G-Ig sheet by forcing resist-ink through the open

area_ using a squeegee. On fully automatic printing l_mil lines with

|gmtl spaces can be Imaged, whereas our screen printer can go only down

i f ) to 2.F mll llne wtth 3Dmll
space.

|nk= Inlt111¥ we used "Dexter Hysol plating res|st PR-3911-black', but

this being viscous creates problem tn forc|ng the Ink through the

=croon. $o later we decided to mix a thinner made by the same company

called, "5_-9]6 Retarder (AD 2gg3).

Distributors=

t) Earnest V. Dorn CO. INC. Denver, Colo. 3g3-791-251!

11) 011ver Sales Co. Dallas, Tx. 214-231-1522

ETCHING:

Ferric Chloride= cheap chemical, but waste treatment Is expensive,

copper can not be extracted easily from used solution, n¢ed

polypropyleno containers.

amount of solut|on requtred
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t

to etch all G-lg sheets = 17_ gal

= at 31,47X ferric chloride

= and 68.531% water by vol

operating tempe-ature room temperature

Ferric chloride Is available In powder form. .

Hydrogen Peroxide Based Etchant: Designed by shfpley company of

Dallas

person to contact: Btl1 Roach .

Telo: 1-8gB-527-373_

l_g gallon bath make up requires:

D.I. water 68 gal

hydro-etch 371H 25 gal

50X hydrogen peroxide 7 gal

operating temperature 115 F but loss than 12g F

{

( Dangers: Above 12_ F hyrogen peroxide may d_compo_e.

Its a corrosive actd solution.

Waste Treatmont= Need to be studied.

Osco-Super-Etch: Designed by "Lou Griffin ° of Oliver Sales Co. Dallas.

Tele= 214-231-1522

contact Lou Griffin

|_ gallon bath make up requires:

.Osco-Supor- Etch make up 84X by vol

Osco-Super- Etch replenisher lgX by vol

Osco-Super- Etch stabltzer £X by vol

operating temperature 126 F_ 13B F

Waste Treatment: Xf solution Is cooled down from the normal operating

temperature, etched copper Is recovered as metallic copper or copper
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sulfate pentahydrate crystals. Amount of solution required approx. 2_7_

gal
=

EXPE.RIMENTAL TESTS OF PROTOTYPE DETECTOR

The experimental detector consisted of 221•2cm x 183cm plast|c

tubes glued sandwiched tn between 1oz, 1/16 = G-I_. The outputs of 8

central tubes and the pads etched In the G-|G directly above the tubes

were road out. The outputs from the tubes were ganged to_ether and the

resulting signal was amplified 4_x by channel one of a Lecroy 6]2

amplifier, One output was attenuated 6 db and then feed Into channel

one of a Lecroy 2285A ADC. The other output went Into Input A of a

Chronettcs 15! dual dlscrtmator. The threshold was 5gmv and the gate

width was 5_ns• The outputs of one or more pads were ganged together

and avnpltfled 4_x by channel two of the 6]2 and the amplifier output

•( r vent Into channel two of the 22BSA. °

A gas mixture of 5_ Argon - 5gX Ethane bubbled through ethyl

alcohol at room temperature was used• Fig.3 shows typical pictures of

the qvt pulse height distribution for tube proportional signals at an

operating voltage of 2.SKy. Fig• 4 shows the Integrated charge for

mini=hum ionizing electrons from a Ruthenium (Ru lg6) beta source versus

high voltage before amplification for a typical tube. Due to the finite

resistivity of the tubes (approx. 2_ kilo ohms/sq.) charge w111 flow

from one pad to an adjacent one along the tubes, Fig 5(a) shows the

charge flow versus position for limited streamer signals measured with
,=

the smallest pads (see Fig 5(b) ).

o_

q

i , . o . ,

i
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J
A |132" thick piece of scintillator mounted on a phototube was

placed In front of the beta source poslt|onod over the center of a pad.

The phototube output went into input B ofthe 151. The threshold was

22_mv and. the gate was 5_ns. The discriminator ,outputs for the

proportional tube and the phototube went Into a majority coincidence set

at level two. The coincidence output went Into a I5! to shape the pulse

to 4g_ns and the 4_ns pulse was the gate for ti_e 2285A ADC. Thus we

required the 2285 to read only signals generated by a particle ¢austng a

coincidence pulse between the scintillator an'd proportional tube. This

Is what is refered to as a double trigger on tube and sctnt, tn the

tables.

i
The largest pad ts 8 x 8cm, next to largest pad is 4 x 4cm, next to

smallest pad is 2 x 2cm, and smallest pad Is I x lcm. The output of the

! pads and tubes were timed with the gate pulse so that the gate pulse

C enveloped all of the signal from the tube and pad. Each test run

consisted of reading the amplified signal of one or more pads ganged

together and the outputs of the eight tubes ganged together. To find

the no|se of each test run set up, the coincidence was set to level I so

that only the phototube output generated the gate pulse and the voltage -

of the phototube was raised 2_# volts. ]n this way the gate was

generated by noise which let the 2285A read only noise pulses.
• .

During all of the test runs the wire in the proportional tubes was

kept at a voltage of +2.5kv and the tube walls were grounded. The eight

tubes 9eneral¥ drew .8 mlcroamperes with thesource on and .3 to ,4

mlcroan|ps with the source off. The peak Integrated charge for various

pad combinations Is summarized in tables ! and !!. The table labeled

Horlzo|)tal assembly Is thedata taken with the detector on its edge and

the toble labeled Vortical assembly Includes the data taken with the

_..

=
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detector hanging from one end, Note that the peak signal Is _4 times

minimum Ionizing because of scattering caused by the G-IB boards.

Charge collection Improves as the size of the pad Increases. For the

largest pads, the pad signal approaches 5G_ of the tube signal.

NEW TUCES

Ve have recently recteved shipment of full sized tubes which w111

be used In the final detector. One tube has been tested• Ftg.6 shows

the current vs high voltage curve for the new llmm x ]6mm x 2•4m tube.

Space charge build-up causes discharge at lower voltages with the source

on the tube. The integrated charge distribution for minimum ionizing

electrons Is shown In Fig. 7 for the new tube at 2.5 Kv where a 612

amPllfler was u_ed with a galn of x47•

(
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OU-IIEP MI_MO#14

OU-HEP's &MP with LRS Hybrid

Tom Thiel John A White and G R, . . Kalbfleisch _l
11-10-83

#

I

A. We are using LRS HQV-810-3 (OSU's hybrid H8) preamp and our own design
1011S-delay line shape-1011S mid-stage amp. Various choices and tested

values of components have been made. We expect to use 400 as shaping
and 350 ns gating times in final version. These tests have all been
made with 300 ns shaping and 200 ns gate. The theoretical improvement, of
SQRT(200/350) is not expected; our measurements indicate will get only
a factor of 0.9 improvement over the data given here.

We were concerned that calibrations with TEST PULSING only would not
necessarily agree with an absolute calibration with a source (or other beam)
on a detector. We report here results with test pulsing on crossing board
trace test capacitor (0.18 pf average) with inline input with 1.1pf external
test pulse capacitor and with a 20 mm2 500 micron thick fully depleted
(at 100 volts) N-type finertec detector, with and without a Ru-106 beta
source. The peak value of charge for this detector is expected to be 5.4 fc.

a) with amplifier only, 0.18 pf TP, sigma(noise)= 0.10 to 0.14 for 8 channels
= 0.125 fc average

b) with detector connected " " = 0.16 to 0.22 fc
0.195 fc average

(implies detector equivalent noise=0.15 "fc,
revers.e bias current is supposedly very low, na's)

c) calibration (amp ch #10= hybrid ch #3)
496 ch/fc amp. only using 0.18 pf TP cap
486 " + detector conn. "

466 " only using 1.1 pf TP cap
412 " via 3.4 fc Ru-106 absolute

d) 2 channels--comparison .18TP, 1.1TP and Ru=106. NOISE SIG_tA's
0.18 pf(no det) / +detect / Ru-106

amp ch #10, hybridch#3---,,#11, " #2--- 00"12fc.12 C 0 20 fc V:_ 0"22fc)0:19 0.21

Thus, TP and source calibrations agree within 10-20 percent.

B. We have not had any trouble with blowing out channels on H8 hybrid,
without using.any special precautions. Long term failure modes, heating
problems, etc. are of course unknown yet to us. We have crudely looked
at some "cross-talk" numbers, easily 10 percent or more in our present
test boara. We don't know yet if its hybrid, or PCB layout or both.
We will address this in detail when we get o._r first true proto-type PCB
layout made (in a few weeks at most we hope), h'e expect to place
order for hybrids with LRS next week since it appears that we can manage
with tht,m (?is rcvisiosl? for protection diode inside hybrid I)ackzl_.c?).
h'ill start getting all components on order, stand included, for amplifier
boards. No news yet back from Colin Willburn on production of 10 beam SSD's.
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